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Apple Device Management
2019-12-17

working effectively with apple platforms at a corporate or business level includes not only infrastructure but a mode of thinking
that administrators have to adopt to find success a mode of thinking that forces you to leave 30 years of it dogma at the door this
book is a guide through how to integrate apple products in your environment with a minimum of friction because the apple
ecosystem is not going away you ll start by understanding where apple third party software vendors and the it community is
taking us what is mobile device management and how does it work under the hood by understanding how mdm works you will
understand what needs to happen on your networks in order to allow for mdm as well as the best way to give the least amount of
access to the servers or services that s necessary you ll then look at management agents that do not include mdm as well as
when you will need to use an agent as opposed to when to use other options once you can install a management solution you can
deploy profiles on a device or you can deploy profiles on macs using scripts with apple device management as your guide you ll
customize and package software for deployment and lock down devices so they re completely secure you ll also work on getting
standard qa environments built out so you can test more effectively with less effort apple is forging their own path in it they trade
spots with amazon google and microsoft as the wealthiest company to ever exist and they will not be constrained by 30 or more
years of dogma in the it industry you can try to shoehorn apple devices into outdated modes of device management or you can
embrace apple s stance on management with the help of this book what you ll learndeploy profiles across devices effectively and
securely install apps remotely both from the app store and through custom solutions work natively with apple environments
rather than retrofitting older it solutions who this book is for mac administrators within organizations that want to integrate with
the current apple ecosystem including windows administrators learning how to use manage macs mobile administrators working
with iphones and ipads and mobile developers tasked with creating custom apps for internal corporate distribution

Sed & Awk
1997

explains the progression in unix from grep to sed and awk describes how to write sed scripts covers common programming
constructs and details awk s built in functions



sed and awk Pocket Reference
2002-06-12

for people who create and modify text files sed and awk are power tools for editing sed awk and regular expressions allow
programmers and system administrators to automate editing tasks that need to be performed on one or more files to simplify the
task of performing the same edits on multiple files and to write conversion programs the sed awk pocket reference is a
companion volume to sed awk second edition unix in a nutshell third edition and effective awk programming third edition this
new edition has expanded coverage of gawk gnu awk and includes sections on an overview of sed and awk s command line
syntax alphabetical summaries of commands including nawk and gawk profiling with pgawk coprocesses and sockets with gawk
internationalization with gawk a listing of resources for sed and awk users this small book is a handy reference guide to the
information presented in the larger volumes it presents a concise summary of regular expressions and pattern matching and
summaries of sed and awk arnold robbins an atlanta native now happily living in israel is a professional programmer and
technical author and coauthor of various o reilly unix titles he has been working with unix systems since 1980 and currently
maintains gawk and its documentation

Effective AWK Programming
1997

providing complete coverage of the awk language 3 0 3 and 3 0 4 this book contains the most up to date information about the
posix standard for awk available the book serves as a user s guide for the gnu implementation of awk two chapters are devoted
solely to examples readers also get a handy 10 page fold out reference card

Unix Power Tools
2003

with the growing popularity of linux and the advent of darwin unix has metamorphosed into something new and exciting no
longer perceived as a difficult operating system more and more users are discovering the advantages of unix for the first time but
whether you are a newcomer or a unix power user you ll find yourself thumbing through the goldmine of information in the new
edition of unix power tools to add to your store of knowledge want to try something new check this book first and you re sure to



find a tip or trick that will prevent you from learning things the hard way the latest edition of this best selling favorite is loaded
with advice about almost every aspect of unix covering all the new technologies that users need to know in addition to vital
information on linux darwin and bsd unix power tools 3rd edition now offers more coverage of bash zsh and other new shells
along with discussions about modern utilities and applications several sections focus on security and internet access and there is
a new chapter on access to unix from windows addressing the heterogeneous nature of systems today you ll also find expanded
coverage of software installation and packaging as well as basic information on perl and python unix power tools 3rd edition is a
browser s book like a magazine that you don t read from start to finish but leaf through repeatedly until you realize that you ve
read it all bursting with cross references interesting sidebars explore syntax or point out other directions for exploration including
relevant technical details that might not be immediately apparent the book includes articles abstracted from other o reilly books
new information that highlights program tricks and gotchas tips posted to the net over the years and other accumulated wisdom
affectionately referred to by readers as the unix book unix power tools provides access to information every unix user is going to
need to know it will help you think creatively about unix and will help you get to the point where you can analyze your own
problems your own solutions won t be far behind

UNIX Text Processing
1987

from the command line to apple s graphical tools this book uses a thorough fundamental approach that leads readers to mastery
of every aspect of the server full of much needed insight clear explanations troubleshooting tips and security information in every
chapter the book shows system administrators how to utilize the software s capabilities and features for their individual needs
some of the topics covered in detail include installation deployment server management directory services application services
system interaction data gathering stress planning this comprehensive guide also takes the time to carefully highlight and analyze
the differences between mac os x and the other server platforms whether you re a seasoned unix or windows administrator or a
long time mac professional essential mac os x panther server administration provides you with the depth you re seeking to
maximize the potential of your mac os x panther server

The Awk Programming Language
2023-10-02

many systems administrators on the mac need a way to manage machine configuration after initial setup and deployment apple



s managed preferences system also known as mcx is under documented often misunderstood and sometimes outright unknown
by systems administrators mcx is usually deployed in conjunction with an os x server but it can also be used in windows
environments or where no dedicated server exists at all enterprise mac managed preferences is the definitive guide to apple s
managed client technology with this book you ll get the following an example driven guide to mac os x managed preferences
client technology recipes for common use case studies and patterns a targeted approach appropriate for any sys admin that
manages macs in an os x or windows environment this is the only book that focuses on this facet of os x exclusively if you re a
sys admin this book will take away much of the pain of working with os x client systems even better both of the authors are very
involved in the mac community greg neagle is part of the macenterprise steering committee and ed marczak is the executive
editor and an author for mactech magazine and a member of the apple consultants network

Essential Mac OS X Panther Server Administration
2005-05-24

program the internet of things with swift and ios is a detailed tutorial that will teach you how to build apps using apple s native
apis for the internet of things including the apple watch homekit and apple pay this is the second book by ahmed bakir author of
beginning ios media app development and his team at devatelier llc who have been involved in developing over 20 mobile
projects written like a code review this book presents a detailed how and why for each topic explaining apple specific design
patterns as they come up and pulling lessons from other popular apps to help you getting up and running quickly each chapter is
framed within a working project allowing you to use the sample code directly in your apps the internet of things is not limited to
apple devices alone so this book also explains how to interface with popular third party hardware devices such as the fitbit and
raspberry pi and generic interfaces like restful api s and https the internet of things is waiting be a part of it

Unix Programming Environment
2009

this unique black book will guide networking professionals and those wantingto set up a server through all the aspects of the new
mac tiger serverincluding understanding the apple network managing network access andnetwork protocols such as tcp ip
appletalk and the osi model the book is divided into two sections the in depth section covers all the conceptsbeing introduced
followed by the immediate solutions sections thatprovide hands on real world techniques to solve problems it coversbased
administration open directory and managed preferences protocolsfor routing switching and services the book is jam packed



withhundreds of how to tips to ensure that servers are set up correctly andthey operate as efficiently as possible numerous time
saving techniques arealso provided to help web server administrators save time and reduceaggravation

Enterprise Mac Managed Preferences
2010-12-28

learn how to build apps using apple s native apis for the internet of things including the apple watch homekit and apple pay you ll
also see how to interface with popular third party hardware such as the raspberry pi arduino and the fitbit family of devices
program the internet of things with swift and ios is an update to the previous version and includes all new swift 4 code this book
is a detailed tutorial that provides a detailed how and why for each topic explaining apple specific design patterns as they come
up and pulling lessons from other popular apps to help you getting up and running quickly each chapter is framed within a
working project allowing you to use the sample code directly in your apps the internet of things is not limited to apple devices
alone so this book also explains how to interface with popular third party hardware devices such as the fitbit and raspberry pi and
generic interfaces like restful api s and https you ll also review new api s like face id and new design considerations and look
more closely at ssl and how to make iot connected apps more resistant to hackers the coverage of apple watch has been
expanded as well the internet of things is waiting be a part of it what you ll learnuse apple s native iot frameworks such as
healthkit homekit and faceid interact with popular third party hardware such as the raspberry pi arduino and fitbit work with real
projects to develop skills based in experience make a smarter iot with sirikit and coremlwho this book is for the primary audience
for this book are readers who have a grasp of the basics of ios development and are looking to improve their internet of things
specific skills intermediate to advanced level the secondary audience would be business decision makers managers business
analysts executives who are looking to gain a rough understanding of what is involved in internet of things development for ios

Program the Internet of Things with Swift for iOS
2015-12-30

The Mac Tiger Server Black Book
2006



Program the Internet of Things with Swift for iOS
2018-11-29
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